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Abstract

Macao, a special administrative region (SAR) of the People’s Republic of China, is located in southern China and shares the border with mainland China. It is the most densely populated region in the world, with a population of 667,400 and a total land area of 32.9 square kilometers in 2019. Since the first case diagnosed on January 22, 2020, there was a total of 45 laboratory-confirmed coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) cases in Macao, of which 43 patients (96%) were imported cases. To date, all patients had been discharged successfully from Centro Hospitalar Conde de São Januário, a designated hospital to manage all COVID-19 patients in Macao. Eventually, no patient died, and no local community outbreak was noted. This opinion review describes the underlying factors that could have contributed to the successful experience in Macao SAR, China, which include the following: (1) Early implementation of containment measures; (2) Large-scale quarantine using hotel rooms to reduce the risk of a local outbreak; and (3) Multidisciplinary co-operation and transparency of information to the public. Although the successful experience in Macao SAR, China, may not be generalized to other regions, it should not be unreasonable to be well prepared with sufficient logistic support to conduct timely containment and early detection of episodic cases to prevent the backsliding of COVID-19 outbreak.
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Core tip: In this article, we elaborated on some reasons behind the successful quarantine policy to curb the local outbreak in Macao. To sum up, that would be the early implementation of combined containment approach, expansion of institutional quarantine capacity with serial viral RNA tests, latest information transparently delivered to the public to ensure sufficient communication between the government and the public, and an efficient authority coordinating different parties in the society to respond to the outbreak.
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A CITY WITH MILLIONS OF TOURISTS SUCCESSFULLY AVOIDING THE LOCAL CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019 OUTBREAK

Macao, a special administrative region (SAR) of the People’s Republic of China, is located in southern China and shares the border with mainland China. It is the most densely populated region in the world, with a population of 667,400 and a total land area of 32.9 km² in 2019. The blooming gambling and tourism industry had attracted 39 million tourists coming to Macao in 2019. Like a double-edged sword, the influx of tourists also brought huge a risk of the local outbreak during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Since the first case diagnosed on January 22, 2020, there was a total of 45 laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases in Macao, of which 43 patients (96%) were imported cases. To date, all patients had been discharged successfully from Centro Hospitalar Conde de São Januário, a designated hospital to manage all COVID-19 patients in Macao. Eventually, no patient died, and no local community outbreak was noted. From our perspectives, it was a win in the battle against COVID-19 to curb the virus spreading in the public leading a less drastic surge of medical demand. By doing so, every patient could receive adequate resources and possibly the best prognosis. Thus, the key question would be: “What factors might contribute to the success of mitigating the local outbreak in Macao?”

EARLY IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTAINMENT POLICY WITH ADDITIONAL PREVENTIVE MEASURES

The course of the epidemic in Macao could be divided into two waves, which the first phrase was those travelers coming from Mainland China in late January 2020 and the second advent of cases were citizens coming from foreign countries such as the United Kingdom and the United States between March and April 2020. Back to the early January, the available data regarding the route of transmission, infectivity, incubation period of SARS-CoV-2 were still scarce, nonetheless, Macao SAR government had adopted the combination of containment measures and additional preventive measures soon after the diagnosis of the first case in community, that the spur action showed a high level of vigilance. A study suggested that institutional quarantine combining with other measures had played a crucial role in suppressing the outbreak in Wuhan[1]. During the first wave of COVID-19 in Macao, the containment policy mainly focused on people returning from the high-risk region in China such as Hubei province. To be specific, alongside with meticulous contact tracing of the index patient and early quarantine, all Hubei people who had been staying in Macao and not decided to return to mainland China, were required to undergo a mandatory 14-d quarantine in a designated hotel since January 26, 2020, while their entry to Macao was restricted except they could provide a suitable health certificate. Meanwhile,
multifaceted preventive measures such as the closure of casino and school, cancellation of new year festival activities, mandatory mask-wearing in public transportations with “guaranteed mask supply scheme”, advocacy of personal protective behaviors, were also implemented and timely adjusted according to the latest epidemic and scientific evidence\cite{8,9,4,7}. A Cochrane review demonstrated that the combination of containment with other interventions, such as school closures or social distancing, lessens COVID-19 spread more effectively than quarantine alone\cite{4}. From the aspect of the cost-effectiveness, mathematic models of SARS transmission showed the earlier starting quarantine would have the lower economic burden of the society\cite{4}. As a result, there was no local case except for two cases who had close contact with imported confirmed patients and were identified as import-related cases. Yet, the onward pandemic and school closure motivated a quite large number of overseas students going back to Macao that increased the risk of a local outbreak since late February 2020. Since 26 February, it was announced subsequently that people who traveled to Macao from countries with high incidences of cases, such as South Korea, Italy, Iran, Germany, France, Spain, and Japan, etc. were obligated to undergo a 14-d quarantine at a designated location including home, hotels and Public Health Clinical Center\cite{5}. Since March 17, 2020, the border entry policy was further restricted that people who had visited countries and regions outside of China within 14 d before entry must undergo a 14-d quarantine. Hence, more hotels were recruited to provide the concentrated locales for quarantine since then. Furthermore, several border medical checkpoints were also set up to carry out medical examinations for passengers from high-risk areas since February 20, 2020\cite{6}. The survey included self-declaration of fever and respiratory tract symptoms, history of travel to a high-risk area, and contact with suspected COVID-19 patients. There were a total of 4347 people who had undergone quarantine, and the hotels had accommodated 3784 people (87%) for quarantine till May 13, 2020.

**LARGE-SCALE QUARANTINE USING HOTEL ROOMS WITH SERIAL VIRAL RNA TESTS**

Figure 1 showed the accumulative cases classified by different sources of case origin in Macao between January 22 to April 8, 2020. Before recruiting more hotels to expand the quarantine target on March 17, 2020, the proportion of cases originated from the community was 90.9%, with 9.1% of cases detected via border checkpoint. However, the percentage of community cases gradually dropped to 24.4% after implementing an enhanced containment policy on March 17, 2020. Based on the facts that (1) 80% of the COVID-19 patients were asymptomatic\cite{7}; (2) Evidence of a high level of viremia one to two days before symptoms onset implied possible pre-symptomatic transmission\cite{3}; and (3) The reproducing number was higher than seasonal influenza\cite{8}, it was advisable to adopt large-scale quarantine measures to halt disease transmission from “invisible patients” who had no symptoms or signs of illness. In doing so, thorough surveillance should be conducted. For example, there were three layers of a safety net during hotel quarantine including (1) Collecting saliva or nasopharyngeal specimen for SARS-CoV-2 RNA testing for twice in 14 d, while the first one was collected at the beginning of quarantine and the second one was before the discontinuation of quarantine; (2) Vital signs and symptoms monitoring twice a day; and (3) Actively providing additional tests to high-risk people via contact tracing. The rationale of adopting twice viral tests was to ensure early detection and isolation of asymptomatic cases while minimizing false-negative results. Also, 539 people underwent home quarantine between February 26, 2020 and March 18, 2020, they were also required viral RNA tests of saliva at home and had an obligation to report any symptoms. Although home quarantine successfully picked up 15.6% of cases in Macao, a study suggested that the efficacy of preventing transmission in home-based isolation for diagnosed patients was less than institution-based isolation due to the possibility of household infection\cite{5}. Furthermore, the public concerned that the risk of cross-transmission might not be fully preventable due to Macao’s densely populated nature. As a result, the hotels became the main venues for quarantine purpose and there had been no new home quarantine since March 19, 2020, after factoring the public concerns and risk of household transmission. Thus, the data above demonstrated a positive outcome of Macao’s approaches to suppress local virus spreading as evidenced by most of the cases (75.6%) had been detected in the port and cross-border inspection point and during quarantine period without posing additional risk to the society.
Implementing a successful large-scale quarantine policy needs to overcome several stumbling blocks. There is no easy decision to find an appropriate facility with adequate capacity and logistic support. The efforts from the government, relevant corporations, and citizens would be indispensable. Besides, quarantine may have a negative impact on the psychological aspect such as confusion and anger\cite{10}. With this concern, there were volunteers with medical background actively enquiring about their daily needs and problems via telecommunications, and hotel personnel for 24h standby. If they appeared mental distress, psychiatrist and psychologist from the government would provide timely and sufficient support\cite{11}. Moreover, there may be a gap between public perception and the rationale of each control measures. The misunderstanding could be due to fear, misinformation, and inadequate knowledge of the disease. Also, there had been discriminatory speech arising from the internet stating the fear of being infected by people in home quarantine. These kinds of misunderstandings and irrational sentiment may cause distrust of authorities that hinder public compliance to other recommended measures against COVID-19 if the communication between each party is insufficient. During the influenza pandemic, a study revealed that perceived exaggeration was also linked to a reduced probability of implementing the suggested protective behaviors\cite{12}. Yet, communication with the public in an empathy, fair, and objective way could enhance their compliance with recommended practices\cite{13, 14}. Therefore, a governmental press conference was hosted daily to provide timely information about the progress of COVID-19 outbreak and updates of control measures in a most transparent way, and also to clarify the misinformation and rumors which circulated in social media\cite{15}.

Figure 1 The cumulative cases classified by different sources of case origin in Macao between January 22 to April 8, 2020.

NOT ONLY CONTAINING THE VIRUS BUT ALSO THE BACKFIRE
A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE FROM MACAO SAR, CHINA

In this article, we elaborated on some reasons behind the successful quarantine policy to curb the local outbreak in Macao. To sum up, that would be the early implementation of combined containment approach, expansion of institutional quarantine capacity with serial viral RNA tests, latest information transparently delivered to the public to ensure sufficient communication between the government and the public, and an efficient authority coordinating different parties in the society to respond to the outbreak. Although the successful experience in Macao SAR, China, may not be generalized to other regions, it should not be unreasonable to be well prepared with sufficient logistic support to conduct timely containment and early detection of episodic cases to prevent the backsliding of COVID-19 outbreak.
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